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ABSTRACT Eukaryotic gene activation requires selective unfolding of the chromatin fiber to access the DNA for processes
such as DNA transcription, replication, and repair. Mutation/modification experiments of linker histone (LH) H1 suggest the
importance of dynamic mechanisms for LH binding/dissociation, but the effects on chromatin’s unfolding pathway remain
unclear. Here we investigate the stretching response of chromatin fibers by mesoscale modeling to complement single-molecule
experiments, and present various unfolding mechanisms for fibers with different nucleosome repeat lengths (NRLs) with/without
LH that are fixed to their cores or bind/unbind dynamically with different affinities. Fiber softening occurs for long compared to
short NRL (due to facile stacking rearrangements), dynamic compared to static LH/core binding as well as slow rather than fast
dynamic LH rebinding (due to DNA stem destabilization), and low compared to high LH concentration (due to DNA stem inhibition). Heterogeneous superbead constructs—nucleosome clusters interspersed with extended fiber regions—emerge during
unfolding of medium-NRL fibers and may be related to those observed experimentally. Our work suggests that fast and slow LH
binding pools, present simultaneously in vivo, might act cooperatively to yield controlled fiber unfolding at low forces. MediumNRL fibers with multiple dynamic LH pools offer both flexibility and selective DNA exposure, and may be evolutionarily suitable to
regulate chromatin architecture and gene expression.

INTRODUCTION
The two-meter-long DNA in eukaryotic cells is severely
condensed for storage inside the micron-sized nuclei. This
tight packing is achieved by folding of a compact array of
nucleoproteins, or nucleosomes, joined by open DNA
segments (DNA linkers) into the 30-nm-wide chromatin
fiber (1). The nucleosome consists of a histone octamer
(two copies each of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4) with 147 basepairs (bps) of DNA wrapped ~1.75 turns around it (2–4). The
nucleosome irregular charge distribution and contoured
surface favor electrostatic interactions with other nucleosomes and DNA linkers that help keep the fiber folded
(4,5). Furthermore, 10 highly positively charged and flexible tails (two N-terminal domains from each histone dimer
plus two additional C-terminal domains from dimer H2A)
extend from the nucleosome surface and mediate interactions with different chromatin regions (3,4). A fifth type
of linker histone (LH) protein (H1 or H5) binds the linker
DNA at its entry/exit point to the nucleosome, screening
the DNA/DNA electrostatic repulsion and allowing closer
contact within the fiber.
The detailed structure of the 30-nm fiber has been a puzzle
for over three decades (6,7), and several models have been
proposed (one-start, two-start, etc.). In the solenoid helix
(one-start), consecutive nucleosomes are in closest contact
and joined by bent DNA linkers (8). In the zigzag model
(two-start), alternate nucleosomes are in closest contact
and DNA linkers are relatively straight (9,10). Recent experiments and modeling have put forth the notion of a variable
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heteromorphic chromatin architecture (11–13) that reconciles both models. That is, one fiber can contain both straight
and bent linkers, especially at divalent ion conditions (11).
Understanding the kinetics and thermodynamics of chromatin compaction and unfolding is essential for interpreting
gene function. Eukaryotic gene activation requires decondensation of specific sections of the chromatin fiber to
access the DNA for processes such as DNA transcription,
replication, and repair. Deciphering the forces required to
unfold the chromatin fiber is challenging because they
depend on many factors, which include the ionic environment, the binding of linker histones and of remodeling
factors, the chemical composition of the chromatin components, and the nucleosome repeat length (NRL; 147 bp of
nucleosomal DNA plus length of linker DNA). Moreover,
it has been demonstrated that these factors should be
analyzed collectively. For example, LH occupancy
decreases with the NRL (14) and LH’s structural effect is
negligible for short-NRL (<182 bp) arrays but strong for
medium-NRL (191–209 bp) fibers (13,15).
During the past 10 years, single-molecule experiments
have been developed and applied to examine forces needed
to unfold polymers, including the chromatin fiber (see
reviews in Chien and van Noort (16) and Lavelle et al.
(17)). Such forces mimic cellular forces exerted by molecular machines, like RNA and DNA polymerases of up to
35 pN (18). Chromatin unfolding has been revealed by
atomic force microscopy (19), optical tweezers (20–24),
and magnetic tweezers (25) experiments. Although much
progress has been made, modeling represents a necessary
complement to the experimental analysis to provide structural and mechanistic views of the unfolding process. Indeed,
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.07.044
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many groups have applied various modeling approaches to
study chromatin aspects under tension (e.g., (26–31)).
It has been shown that LH forms complex networks of
interactions that likely regulate chromatin fiber folding
(for an excellent review, see Raghuram et al. (32)). The
manner by which LH triggers chromatin folding is only
transparent in the zigzag architecture, where LH forms rigid
DNA stems that reduce the separation angle of entering and
exiting DNAs and bring the nucleosome cores closer
together (33). In the rigid DNA stem model, the linker
histones are fixed to the nucleosome near its dyad position
and establish contacts with the entering and exiting DNA
linkers. However, fluorescent-recovery-after-photobleaching techniques showed that rather than remaining permanently fixed to their nucleosome cores, LH molecules tend
to dissociate from their binding sites, diffuse away, and
then rebind to another viable site (34–36). The binding
affinity between LH molecules and nucleosome cores determines the fraction of time that LH molecules remain free or
bound to the chromatin fiber. Low LH/core binding affinity
produces high LH mobility and rapid diffusion rates,
whereas high LH/core binding affinity is associated with
low LH mobility and slow diffusion rates.
The LHs of higher organisms are made of three domains:
a short N-terminal region, a central globular domain, and
a highly charged C-terminal domain. The binding affinity
of LH is cooperatively determined by H1’s C-terminal
domain and two binding sites located on opposite sites of
H1’s globular domain (36). Deletions of any of these three
key binding elements reduce the binding affinity of LH,
with deletion of the C-tail producing the strongest effect
(36,37). In addition, several posttranslational modifications
of the histones H1 and their nucleosome binding sites modulate LH’s binding affinity (38). For example, both acetylation of core histones and phosphorylation of H1 decrease
the binding affinity of LH to the nucleosome core and
increase the concentration of free H1 (39,40). The binding
affinity of LH decreases significantly when the NRL is
shortened; H1 binding affinity is twice the value in 188-bp
arrays compared to 161-bp species and negligible in
154-bp arrays (37). Furthermore, a correlation between the
absence of DNA methylation and decreased LH mobility
has been observed (41).
The complexity of LH’s dynamic binding behavior and its
effects on chromatin’s unfolding extend further. Fluorescent-recovery-after-photobleaching experiments revealed
that, within a single chromatin fiber, two different dynamic
populations of LH coexist: a fast binding state (high LH
binding affinity/fast rebinding rate) and a slow binding state
(low LH binding affinity/slow rebinding rate with higher
probability of diffusion away from the fiber) (42). These
two LH populations could result from different phosphorylation conditions or different arrangements of the C-tail
(32). How these two binding populations of LH affect chromatin fiber structure remains unknown.
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Here we use our coarse-grained model of chromatin (see
Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material) (12,13,43–46) to investigate systematically how different LH binding affinities
alter the mechanism of chromatin unfolding. Specifically,
we use modeling to mimic single-molecule stretching experiments and analyze the effects of NRL, LH concentration,
and LH binding affinity in the unfolding mechanism of
chromatin fibers in monovalent salt; separate studies for
209-bp fibers divalent conditions (R. Collepardo-Guevara
and T. Schlick, in preparation) suggested the importance
of LH mobility and heteromorphic unfolding intermediates.
Prior model applications have clarified that the formation of
extended fibers at low salt is driven by repulsion among
DNA linkers, and that the secondary folding of chromatin
at higher salt is determined by histone-tail mediated internucleosome interactions (44). We also suggested that H4
histone tails are the most important for internucleosomal
interactions, while H3 tails are crucial for screening the
electrostatic repulsion between entering/exiting DNA
linkers (47).
Combined with cross-linking experiments and electromagnetic visualization in the Grigoryev lab, modeling has
revealed that, in the presence of magnesium ions and LH,
medium-NRL fibers adopt a heteromorphic structure with
mostly zigzag features accented with a small percentage
of bent linkers (11). Further studies showed that chromatin
structure is sensitively affected by the NRL: short-NRL
fibers form narrow two-start structures regardless of LH
presence; medium-NRL fibers form compact zigzag structures in the presence of LH and looser zigzag and solenoid
arrangements without LH; and long-NRL (>218 bp) fibers
are more heteromorphic and thus less compact (13).
Here our analyses suggest that chromatin’s unfolding
mechanism and stiffness depend sensitively on the NRL
and the binding affinity of LH. The stiffness and the detailed
unfolding mechanism of medium-NRL fibers is determined
by the kinetic characteristics of the LH/core bond. Indeed,
whereas the presence of permanently fixed LH (maximum
binding affinity) greatly stiffens the stretching response of
medium-NRL arrays, dynamic LH (moderate binding
affinity) yields softer fibers. Our results also show that the
unfolding effects of fast and slow LH binding populations
include different desirable characteristics for the control of
DNA expression. The combined studies thus suggest that
a medium NRL and the presence of multiple dynamic LH
pools might operate together to facilitate selective DNA
exposure at natural cellular pulling forces.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
To elucidate the effect of the NRL and LH binding in the stretching resistance and unfolding mechanism of chromatin, we use Monte Carlo simulations of our mesoscale model to study 24-core oligonucleosomes with two
different DNA linker lengths (173 bp and 209 bp) at high monovalent salt
(0.15 M) and room temperature (293 K) under constant applied forces
between 0 and 40 pN in the z-direction, as detailed below. The Supporting
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1670–1680
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Material contains further information on the model, sampling approach, and
analysis tools.
For each condition studied, we start trajectories from representative
simulation structures for fibers with LH at zero pulling force. These initial
structures have zigzag features and were obtained from converged simulations started from both idealized zigzag and solenoid forms (13). By
construction, we do not consider the effects of nucleosome repositioning
or nucleosome unwrapping during DNA extension; experiments have
suggested that nucleosome unwrapping occurs at high forces (between 20
and 40 pN) (21).
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effects are likely to be important in chromatin in a solution with a high
concentration of monovalent salt and especially with divalent ions, an accurate description of such effects is currently computationally unfeasible for
large oligonucleosomes because it would require explicit treatment of ions,
and the determination of their positions within chromatin for each Monte
Carlo configuration. Further model details, including specific expressions
for the oligonucleosome energy and all parameters, are provided in the
Supporting Material.

Monte Carlo simulations
Chromatin mesoscale model
Our mesoscale model (see Fig. S1) (11–13,43–45,47–50) treats the nucleosome core, histone tails, linker DNA, linker histone proteins, and physiological environment (water and ions in solution) with different coarse-grained
strategies. Full details are provided in the Supporting Material and cited
works.
In brief, each nucleosome, including the histone octamer without
protruding tails and the 147 bp of DNA wound around it, is modeled as
an irregularly-shaped electrostatic charged object through the discretecharge-optimization algorithm (43,50), which defines 300 Debye-Hückel
charges on the nucleosome crystal structure (Protein Data Bank entry
1KX5). Additionally, we attach 10 flexible histone tails to their idealized
positions in the nucleosome crystal structure. Each histone tail is modeled
as a flexible chain of charged beads with parameters that reproduce properties of the atomistic histone tails via Brownian dynamics simulations (45).
Attached to each nucleosome, other than the first, are two DNA linkers
(exiting and entering), which are modeled as elastic wormlike chains of
spherical beads (51,52) (see Fig. S2 a). Each DNA linker bead has an
internal force field comprising of stretching, bending, and twisting terms
and carries a salt-dependent negative charge that mimics the electrostatic
potential of linear DNA (53).
An LH molecule can be rigidly or dynamically attached to the nucleosome core in its dyad position. Our LH model has been developed based
on the rat H1d LH structure of Bharath et al. (54,55) predicted by fold recognition and molecular modeling. From the three H1d domains, we neglect the
short (33 residues) relatively uncharged N-terminal region. We model the
central globular domain (76 residues) with one bead, and the highly charged
C-terminal region (110 residues) with two beads (47). The charges of the
three LH beads are approximated by fitting the full atomistic potential obtained by solving the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation through the
discrete-charge-optimization algorithm (50). We have recently refined our
LH model (R. Collepardo-Guevara and T. Schlick, in preparation) by introducing moderate bending and stretching flexibility to the LH beads through
semistiff harmonic potentials, and by allowing the LH beads to interact electrostatically with all chromatin components. This approach permits the LH
beads to adopt optimized positions near the dyad axis. We analyze the effects
of LH concentration by varying the number of LH proteins (0 or 1) that are
rigidly attached to each core a priori. Additionally, we model fast and slow
LH dynamic binding/unbinding behavior by including a Monte Carlo move
(LH on and off move), as developed in R. Collepardo-Guevara and T.
Schlick (in preparation) and described below.
Our model treats the water around the oligonucleosome implicitly as
a continuum with a dielectric constant of 80. The screening of electrostatic
interactions due to the presence of monovalent ions in solution (0.15 M
NaCl) is treated using a Debye-Hückel potential with an inverse Debye
length at 0.15 M NaCl of 1.27 nm1 (47). The charges assigned to the
core, linker DNA, linker histone, and histone tails thus depend on the salt
concentration. The different chromatin components interact electrostatically with one another. To prevent overlap between chromatin components,
each component is assigned an effective excluded volume through a Lennard-Jones potential. As already discussed in Arya and Schlick (47), our
mesoscale model neglects ion-ion correlations, specific protein interactions
(hydrogen bonding), and solvation effects. Although charge-correlation
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1670–1680

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations with five different MC moves (global pivot;
local translation; local rotation; tail regrowth; and LH reorganization) (47)
(R. Collepardo-Guevara and T. Schlick, in preparation) are used to sample
the ensemble of oligonucleosomes at constant temperature. In addition,
dynamic LH binding/unbinding is simulated as developed in R. Collepardo-Guevara and T. Schlick (in preparation) by an optional MC move
called the ‘‘LH on-and-off’’ move; this move proposes a trial conformation
in which a randomly chosen LH is either detached (if bound) from its parent
core with a probability pd, or reattached (otherwise) with a probability pa.
The trial configuration is then accepted or rejected using the Metropolis
criteria. The values of the dissociation-and-diffusion (pd) and association
(pa) probabilities determine the relative LH binding affinities in our chromatin fibers. Here, we compare two cases:
1. pa >> pd (i.e., pa ¼1 and pd ¼ 0.25), which mimics a high binding
affinity (rebinding occurs much faster than diffusion to infinity); and
2. pa ¼ pd (here pa ¼ pd ¼1), which models a low binding affinity (diffusion away from the fiber or rebinding to another core are equally likely to
occur).
Full details and the description of the other moves are presented in the
Supporting Material.

Single-molecule stretching
To mimic the extension experiments, we fix the geometric center position of
the first nucleosome core to its initial position and apply a constant force on
the z-direction to the last nucleosome in the oligonucleosome chain (see
Fig. S2 b). This is accomplished by adding an external stretching energy
term, Epull, to the total oligonucleosome energy. The stretching energy
term is calculated at each MC step as

Epull ¼ Fpull jzNc  z1 j ¼ Fpull Dz;

(1)

where Fpull is the external stretching force, zk is the z-coordinate of core
k, and Dz is the so-called end-to-end distance that measures the distance
in the z-direction between the geometric centers of the first (k ¼ 1) and
last (k ¼ Nc) cores.

Data collection
We simulate fibers with short (173 bp) and medium (209 bp) NRL. For NRL ¼
173 bp, we analyze fibers: 1), without LH; and 2), with one fixed LH/core. For
NRL ¼ 209 bp, we study fibers: 3), without LH; 4), with one fixed LH/core; 5),
with 0.5 fixed LH/core; 6), with 0.25 fixed LH/core; 7), with dynamic LH in
a fast binding mode; and 8), with dynamic LH in a slow binding mode. For
each of the eight conditions, we run a set of simulations at pulling forces
ranging between 0 pN and 20 pN, or between 0 pN and 40 pN, as required
to achieve complete unfolding. Every experimental set (NRL, LH characteristics, and pulling force) includes 12 simulation trajectories that cover the
mean DNA twist angle and two DNA twist deviations (512 ) from the
mean twist to mimic natural variations, by four independent MC trajectories
each, as done previously (13). Each simulation trajectory was run for up to
50  106 MC steps and the last 5  106 steps were used for statistical analysis.
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Convergence has been demonstrated previously by the behavior of the total
energy and local descriptors of the fiber geometry (13). Additionally, here
we demonstrate convergence well before 45  106 MC steps by the behavior
of the end-to-end distance in Fig. S3.

RESULTS
We analyze the effects of LH binding through force-extension curves combined with configurational snapshots at
key points along the curve, internucleosome interaction
plots, and electrostatic interaction energies. The so-called
force-extension or force-distance (F-D) curve measures
chromatin fiber extension under an applied force, and its
slope characterizes the resistance of the fiber to unfolding.
LH has modest effect on unfolding
for short-NRL fibers
Before we examine dynamic LH binding, we investigate the
effect of NRL on the unfolding mechanism of chromatin
fibers with and without LH. Short-NRL fibers exhibit simple
ladderlike structures, in which the nucleosomes, by
construction, only establish strong interactions with cores
separated by one or two DNA linkers (i 5 1 and i 5 2).
This simplicity makes interpretation of unfolding straightforward from the F-D curves and simulation snapshots.
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Fig. 1 compares the F-D behavior of short-NRL (173 bp)
arrays without LH and with one LH molecule permanently
attached to each core.
The stretching elasticity modulus is defined as the force
needed to produce a twofold extension from the equilibrium
resting length (equilibrium length at zero pulling force)
(20); we estimate the resting length of short-NRL fibers
with/without LH to be ~69 nm. The F-D curves reveal that
the elasticity modulus of short-NRL fibers without LH is
s ~ 8 pN, and only slightly larger, s ~ 9 pN, with fixed
LH. This small change can be explained by inhibited DNA
stem formation in short-NRL fibers, because the 173-bp
linkers are shorter than LH, which roughly corresponds to
the length of 30 bp (55). This behavior agrees with previous
modeling that shows a tendency of short-NRL arrays to form
equally compact zigzag conformations in the presence or
absence of LH, as well as inability of short DNA linkers
to form full DNA stems (13). Our observations are also
consistent with recent experiments that show that shortNRL species have a reduced LH binding affinity because
their DNA linkers are too short to establish critical interactions with the H1 C-tail; such interactions may induce
folding of the H1 C-tail that is otherwise disordered (37).
A more interesting effect of LH’s presence arises when
comparing the unfolding simulation snapshots in Fig. 1.
Two force regimes in the F-D curves are evident.

FIGURE 1 F-D curve of 24-unit 173-bp oligonucleosome chains at 0.15 M monovalent salt, and space-filling models based on MC stretching simulation
snapshots of the same systems: (a) arrays without LH and (b) arrays with LH. (White and navy) Alternating nucleosomes. (Red) Wrapped DNA. (Turquoise)
LH (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). In the curve, different background colors and text describe the different stretching responses that the chromatin
fiber exhibits as the pulling force increases, as revealed by the simulation snapshots. (Circled numbers) Relation of each snapshot with a point along the
F-D curve.
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1670–1680
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In the first regime (2–6 pN), both fibers behave similarly:
the F-D curves have maximal slopes and the fibers
straighten to maintain their ladderlike zigzag organization
with the cores oriented with their largest surface area
perpendicular to the fiber axis (13). A perpendicular orientation of nucleosomes facilitates intense internucleosome
interactions and explains the strong resistance to stretching.
In the second force regime (above 6 pN), behavior is
LH-dependent. Without LH, a decreased F-D slope (lower
stretching resistance) coincides with formation of an
extended zigzag array with the cores oriented parallel to the
fiber axis; here the fiber opens in an accordion-like manner
as the force increases. In this unfolding mechanism, all
DNA regions become equally accessible, which may be
favorable for binding of remodeling factors or templatedirected mechanisms. In contrast, when LH is present, an
uneven fiber opening occurs that makes some regions of the
DNA more accessible than others. Given that short-NRL
fibers are associated with smaller concentrations of LH
(14), selective positioning of the few LH proteins along the
fiber might thus help inhibit certain regions of the genome.
How does the chromatin unfolding process relate to
changes in the stabilizing internucleosome interaction
energy? Fig. 2 presents the average nucleosome/nucleosome
electrostatic interaction energy per core, considering all
nucleosomal and tail-bead charges, as a function of the
pulling force. For all fibers, the strength of the stabilizing
internucleosome interaction energy is maximal at zero
pulling force, where the structure is most compact, and
approaches zero as the force increases and the fiber unfolds.
However, the actual magnitude of the zero-force internucleosome energy and the rate at which it weakens with the
pulling force are different for each fiber structure.
As expected from their stretching responses, the internucleosome interaction energy of short-NRL fibers (Fig. 2 a) is
only mildly affected by presence of LH. At zero pulling
force, short-NRL fibers with and without LH are both
stabilized by a strong internucleosome interaction energy
(~6 kBT and ~7 kBT for fibers without and with LH, respectively), which agrees with their compact ladderlike
structures with stacks of perpendicular cores. After the
perpendicular-to-parallel nucleosome orientation transition
at 6 pN, the internucleosome energy of fibers without LH
decreases more rapidly than that of fibers with LH, in agreement with LH’s small stiffening effect revealed above.
Hence, short-NRL fibers are stiff because their folded state
is stabilized by intense internucleosome interactions among
parallel nucleosomes, and their short linkers limit nucleosome reorientation to stable, extended arrays.
Fixed LH binding frustrates medium-NRL
chromatin fiber unfolding
In Fig. 3 we examine the stretching behavior of mediumNRL (209 bp) chromatin without LH and with one LH
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1670–1680
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FIGURE 2 Internucleosome interaction energy per core for 24-unit
oligonucleosome fibers with two different NRLs—173 bp (a) and 209 bp
(b and c), at 0.15 M monovalent salt. The figures are for no LH, 1 LH/core,
0.5 LH/core, 0.25 LH/core, and dynamic LH (fast and slow binding).

permanently fixed to each nucleosome core at its dyad
position; Fig. S4 considers additional LH/core ratios (0.5
LH/core and 0.25 LH/core). Corresponding internucleosome interaction energies and patterns (see the Supporting
Material) are shown in Fig. 2 b and Fig. S5, a–c.
Overall, the analyses reveal that the unfolding response of
medium-NRL fibers is strongly influenced by the presence
of LH. Fibers without LH have a resting length of ~74 nm
and an elasticity modulus of 2 pN. Fibers with one fixed
LH/core—with resting length of ~68 nm—have an elasticity
modulus of s ~ 10 pN, five times higher!
The unfolding mechanism is also highly influenced by the
presence/absence of rigidly fixed LH. Medium-NRL arrays
without LH exhibit an irregular unfolding behavior. Below 4
pN, the F-D curve is linear and has its minimal slope;

LH Binding Effect on Chromatin Unfolding
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FIGURE 3 F-D curve of 24-unit 209-bp oligonucleosome chains at 0.15 M monovalent salt, and space-filling models based on MC stretching simulation
snapshots of the same systems: (a) arrays without LH and (b) arrays with one permanently fixed LH/core. (White and navy) Alternating nucleosomes. (Red)
Wrapped DNA. (Turquoise) LH (see Fig. S1). In the curve, different background colors and text describe the different stretching responses that the chromatin
fiber exhibits as the pulling force increases, as revealed by the simulation snapshots. (Circled numbers) Relation of each snapshot with a point along the
F-D curve.

a significant extension thus results from a small force
increase. Here, the fiber forms irregular conformations in
which the nucleosomes are perpendicular to the fiber axis
and mainly interact with their i 5 2 neighbors. At ~4 pN,
an increased F-D slope signals a structural transition. A
similar change in slope was previously reported by Cui
and Bustamante (20) in the presence of LH and a moderate
ionic concentration. Our snapshots (Fig. 3) and force-dependent internucleosome interaction patterns (see Fig. S5 a)
clarify that this change corresponds to the transition into
an array of perpendicular nucleosomes that resembles a
10-nm string with dominant i 5 1 interactions (single-stack
conformation). As for the short-NRL case (Fig. 1), the
perpendicular orientation of nucleosomes is responsible
for the enhanced fiber rigidity. The force we predict for
this transition is consistent with previous single-molecule
stretching experiments of medium-NRL chromatin fibers,
which reported that forces <5 pN trigger a transition from
the 30-nm fiber into a 10-nm string (20,25). Above 10 pN,
the fiber adopts a beads-on-a-string form, and the intensity
of i 5 1 interactions decreases; here the curve is no longer
linear due to overstretching of the DNA. Our model cannot
be used in this regime where nucleosome unwrapping is expected to occur before DNA overstretching.
Unfolding of fibers with one fixed LH/core is determined
by the presence of rigid DNA stems at every nucleosome

position. Below 20 pN, these stems remain unperturbed,
which constrains the entering and exiting DNA linkers
and stabilizes a compact zigzag organization. At forces
above 20 pN, a change in slope in the F-D curve coincides
with the partial disruption of individual DNA stems and
formation of interesting heteromorphic conformations,
that we term superbeads-on-a-string. These heteromorphic
structures combine extended fiber sections, in which the
DNA is fully exposed, with superbeads or compact clumps,
in which the DNA is inaccessible to the cellular machinery.
These superbeads have strong i 5 2 contacts (see Fig. S5 b)
and are stabilized by the presence of LH proteins that screen
the repulsion among DNA linkers. The fiber eventually
forms a fully extended string at ~32 pN. As shown in
Fig. S4 and Fig. S5 c, lower LH stoichiometries decrease
significantly the stiffness of medium-NRL fibers and
stabilize two-stack unfolding conformations with a limited
presence of superbeads.
The internucleosome interaction energy for medium-NRL
fibers with 1 LH/core, 0.5 LH/core, 0.25 LH/core, and
without LH is ~3.4, ~2.7, ~2.5, ~1 kBT, respectively (Fig. 2
b); such values are consistent with the value (~3 kBT)
measured experimentally for medium-NRL fibers with LH
in the absence of magnesium ions (20). The decrease of
this energy with a reduced LH/core ratio underscores the
significant compaction effect of LH for medium-NRL fibers.
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1670–1680
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A higher LH concentration also reduces the slope at which
this energy weakens with the pulling force, which proposes
a correlation between fiber stiffness and the number of rigid
DNA stems in fiber.
Hence, the unfolding mechanism of medium-NRL fibers
is determined by interactions between the DNA and LH.
This is consistent with other modeling (12,13) and experimental (15) studies that demonstrate that a notable compaction effect of LH occurs for medium-NRL fibers.
Fast and slow LH dynamic pools cooperate
to facilitate fiber opening via heteromorphic
intermediates
Capturing the dynamic nature of LH is crucial for a thorough
understanding of LH’s effects in the unfolding mechanism
of chromatin. H1 molecules participate in both fast and
slow binding interactions, with ~28% of H1 molecules
within a chromatin fiber binding dynamically in a slow state,
and ~71% in a fast state (36).
We now analyze medium-NRL arrays with LH that
exhibit two different rebinding scenarios: 1) high LH/core
affinity, where unbinding is followed by fast hopping and
rebinding; and 2) low LH/core binding affinity, where LH
molecules have the same probability of rebinding as
diffusing to infinity. Our choice of parameters produces
equilibrium ensembles of oligonucleosome conformations
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where fast binding corresponds to ~0.8 LH/core and slow
binding to ~0.5 LH/core on average (see Monte Carlo
Sampling in the Supporting Material).
As expected, dynamic LH binding dramatically reduces
the magnitude of the forces required to stretch mediumNRL fibers and also affects their detailed unfolding mechanism (Fig. 4). The strong softening effect of slow dynamic
LH binding is caused by the destabilization of the rigid
DNA stems, and the subsequent local and temporary increase of the DNA/DNA repulsion. This DNA stem destabilization makes fibers with dynamic LH only slightly stiffer
than fibers without LH, and much softer than fibers with
one fixed LH/core.
The softening effect due to dynamic LH binding/
unbinding, compared to fixed LH, decreases as the LH/
core binding affinity increases: the elasticity modulus of
fibers with fast and slow LH binding populations are
reduced to s ~ 5 pN and s ~ 2 pN, respectively, from
~10 pN for 1 fixed LH/core fibers. As mentioned above,
fibers with a fast LH binding population exhibit a 30%
higher average concentration of LH molecules than their
slow LH binding counterparts. This suggests that fast LH
binding increases the lifetime and concentration of rigid
DNA stems and thus the overall stiffness of the chromatin
fiber. Despite the increasing amount of single-molecule
experimental and simulation data for the chromatin fiber,
side-by-side comparisons are not straightforward given the

FIGURE 4 F-D curve of 209-bp 24-unit oligonucleosome chains at 0.15 M monovalent salt with: (a) fast and (b) slow LH binding. Space-filling models
based on the same MC stretching simulations. (White and navy) Alternating nucleosomes. (Red) Wrapped DNA. (Turquoise) LH (see Fig. S1). In the curve,
different background colors and text describe the different stretching responses that the chromatin fiber exhibits as the pulling force increases, as revealed by
the simulation snapshots. (Circled numbers) Relation of each snapshot with a point along the F-D curve.
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1670–1680
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different experimental conditions examined in each study.
However, in Fig. S6 we compare our results to those
reported by Cui and Bustamante (20). Both studies were
performed for medium-NRL fibers (24-core 209-bp in our
work versus 280-core 210-bp in the experiment), with LH,
and at monovalent salt only (0.15 M NaCl in our work
versus 0.04 M NaCl in the experiment). Because Cui and
Bustamante report curves corresponding to a conserved
ratio of ~1 LH/core, the comparison is made with our fixed
LH and high LH/core affinity cases. Despite the differences
in the conditions, the figure confirms that our simulated
curves lie within the range of the experimental release and
stretch curves.
The fast and slow dynamic LH binding scenarios produce
different unfolding conformations. Fibers with fast LH
binding preserve a compact zigzag architecture up to 4 pN
(see Fig. S5 d), and within 4–8 pN, they unfold via the
superbeads-on-a-string arrays that expose the linker DNA
material selectively. The superbeads are not as pronounced
as those in fibers with fixed LH, or fibers with dynamic
LH and divalent ions (analyzed in R. Collepardo-Guevara
and T. Schlick, in preparation); this is due to the decreased
screening of the DNA by LH in monovalent salt compared
to divalent ion conditions. Above 8 pN, the superbeads
extend, yielding a single-stack conformation with dominant
i 5 1 contacts.
Fibers with a slow LH rebinding population form unfolding intermediates with only a marginal presence of superbeads below 3 pN; the low LH binding affinity further
decreases the screening of DNA repulsion and destabilizes
the compact superbead structures. Above 3 pN, the unfolding stabilizes a single-stack conformation with strong i 5 1
interactions (see Fig. S5 e). Above 15 pN, an extended
beads-on-a-string conformation forms.
Note that on its own, the F-D curve of fibers with a slow
LH rebinding population does not reveal the two-stack
to single-stack structural transition; the conserved slope
above 3 pN indicates that the F-D curve is not sufficient
to dissect all structural changes during fiber unfolding.
Details of these configurations, however, are suggested by
our snapshots.
The maximal strength of the internucleosome interaction
energy is lower for the slow than the fast LH binding cases:
~1.4 versus ~1.9 kBT (Fig. 2 c), and both values are small
compared to fibers with fixed LH, ~3.4 kBT. Dynamic LH
binding/unbinding thus promotes unfolding, with slow
rebinding after dissociation enhancing this effect.
Therefore, slower LH binding might be crucial to reduce
the forces needed to unfold the chromatin fiber and make
them consistent with the stalling forces of molecular motors
that operate on chromatin, whereas fast LH binding stabilizes the superbead constructs. The latter might have an
important biological role: the enhancement of screening of
DNA repulsion promotes compact clumps in the superbeads-on-a-string structures.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our simulations of 24-unit oligonucleosomes subject to
pulling forces with different variations of LH content and
binding affinity (fast and slow binding) have revealed the
following:
1. Fiber stiffening factors include short NRL (due to
hampered fiber reorganization), permanently fixed LH
(due to rigid stem formation), increased number of LH
(due to higher stem presence), and higher LH binding
affinity (due to stem stabilization).
2. Correspondingly, fiber softening factors include longer
NRL (due to more facile stacking rearrangements and
enhanced flexibility), reduced LH concentration (due to
inhibited DNA stem formation), and slower dynamic
LH binding rates (due to DNA stem destabilization).
3. Without LH, short-NRL fibers unfold in a regular accordion-like manner and medium-NRL arrays follow a
disordered unfolding pattern.
4. Medium-NRL fibers with rigidly fixed LH or a fast
dynamic LH population form superbeads-on-a-string
unfolding intermediates that combine fully extended
regions with compact clumps.
5. Not all the structural transitions that occur during chromatin fiber unfolding alter the shape of the F-D curve;
notably, the transition into a one-stack conformation in
fibers with slow dynamic LH conserves the slope of the
F-D curve and is only revealed by the complementary
modeling analysis.
Important biological implications emerge from these
observations. Although short-NRL fibers make chromatin
unfolding more challenging for molecular motors, once
their unfolding force is reached, they expose most of their
DNA simultaneously to the transcription and replication
machinery. This feature might be advantageous for simple
organisms with short life spans, as it might facilitate access
to all protein sequences and therefore allow higher reproduction rates (13). The low sensitivity to LH addition/depletion in the stiffness of short-NRL fibers agrees with various
modeling (12,13) and in vitro experimental studies (15) that
demonstrate that the structure and compaction of short-NRL
fibers is not significantly altered by LH addition. For
example, experiments also show that LH reduction causes
minor phenotypical changes in simple organisms (56,57),
and that short DNA linkers cannot establish critical interactions with the H1 C-tail and that this effect reduces LH/core
binding affinity (37). Despite this low sensitivity, our work
suggests that LH addition to short-NRL fibers has a subtle
mechanistic effect: introduction of irregularity in the DNA
exposure. Thus, although LH does not play an important
structural role in short-NRL fibers, it might restrict access
to certain DNA regions when the fiber opens.
Our data also suggest that LH dynamic behavior is important for regulation of chromatin unfolding and selective
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1670–1680
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DNA expression. Fixed LH-core binding produces rigid
DNA stems that render medium-NRL fibers too stiff to be
accessible to the cellular machinery. That is, the 10 pN
required to produce a twofold extension for one fixed
LH/core fibers is higher than typical forces of some eukaryotic molecular machines, such as RNA polymerase II, which
ceases to transcribe at 7.5 5 2 pN (compared to 35 pN for
its prokaryotic counterpart) (58). In contrast, dynamic LH
binding/unbinding destabilizes the rigid DNA stems and
strongly softens the chromatin fiber, reducing the force
needed to initiate fiber unfolding by a factor of up to 5.
Desirable effects for gene regulation were revealed for
both fast and slow LH dynamic binding populations.
Whereas slow binding populations reduce fiber stiffness to
allow DNA access by normal molecular motor forces (a
twofold extension is now reached at only ~2 pN), fast LH
binding promotes superbead constructs that might facilitate
selective DNA exposure. In addition, these heteromorphic
unfolding conformations might represent transition states
between different fiber forms. Similar superbead forms
have been visualized experimentally in digested mediumNRL chromatin fibers with LH (59,60), which adopt
partially unfolded conformations. This suggests that the
fast and slow LH binding pools, observed simultaneously
in chromatin in vivo (42), might act cooperatively to yield
controlled chromatin fiber unfolding at low forces. Thus,
medium-NRL fibers with multiple dynamic LH pools might
be evolutionarily suitable for gene regulation because they
offer both flexibility and selective DNA exposure.
During unfolding, the mechanical constraints imposed
by the pulling machinery may contribute to the global
destabilization of the LH-core bound state (23), increasing
the pool of LH molecules that follow slow rebinding.
This effect suggests an additional way in which the simultaneous presence of fast and slow LH binding states collaborate to allow optimal DNA storage and accessibility: at
zero pulling force, the high LH-core binding affinity state
might be favored, yielding a compact chromatin array ideal
for DNA storage; under normal stretching forces, LH molecules might exhibit a reduced binding affinity and favor
a more open chromatin structure required for facile DNA
access.
Through changes in the structure of LH, posttranslational modifications of the LH-core binding sites, or the
presence of competing binding factors, the cellular
machinery could fine-tune the rates of binding of LH and
induce unfolding of certain chromatin regions over others.
In particular, it has been suggested that phosphorylation of
the C-terminal tail of LH (40), hyperacetylation of the
N-terminal tails of core histones, and the presence of
HMG binding factor reduce the binding rate of H1 to the
core (39,61,62). This great variety of mechanisms to
control the relative presence of pools of fast and slow
LH binding molecules can determine chromatin’s fiber
propensity to opening under tension as well as details of reBiophysical Journal 101(7) 1670–1680
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sulting unfolding mechanisms. Further single-molecule
experimental and modeling studies that explore the effects
of covalent modifications to LH and its binding sites in the
stretching response of chromatin will undoubtedly help
provide additional information regarding such processes.
Model improvements, for example to represent H1 in
greater resolution, can also be envisioned.
Finally, our results help associate trends observed in
experimental F-D curves with structural transitions and rearrangements. The modeling snapshots and internucleosome
interaction patterns at different unfolding stages reveal
that zigzag fibers can form both single-stack and two-stack
structures upon unfolding; therefore, a single-stack unfolding intermediate is not evidence for an initial solenoid
structure as suggested previously (25). In addition, whereas
a compact solenoid architecture would require a high internucleosome interaction energy (~14 kBT (25)) to counteract
the strong DNA-DNA repulsion caused by high linker DNA
bending, our most compact chromatin fibers are maintained
by weaker internucleosome energies (~7 kBT for short-NRL
fibers with one fixed LH/core, and ~3.4 kBT for the mediumNRL counterparts). Such values are adequate for two-start
structures with straight DNA linker and moderate DNADNA repulsion, and consistent with the 3 kBT value of
Cui and Bustamante (20).
Overall, the results presented here highlight the complex
role of LH and the intricate network of interactions it triggers and impacts during chromatin fiber unfolding. Control
of the dynamic nature of LH emerges as a straightforward
mechanism for modulation of chromatin fiber opening. We
suggest an expansion from the traditional view of LH as
a repressor for gene expression to a regulator of different
dynamic LH binding modes for facilitating selective chromatin unfolding. The studies also underscore the importance
of considering the highly dynamic nature of chromatin to
understand gene regulation. Together, local and global
changes in the binding states and concentrations of LH
molecules and the values of the NRL produce strong variations in chromatin’s fiber stiffness, its unfolding mechanism,
and DNA accessibility.
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